
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hello fellow members! My name is Lucas Tabor, and I am asking for your vote to be 
elected President of the Missouri Fox Trotting Horse Breed Association this year! I want to 
bring pride and dignity back to the Association while preserving tradition. Key points I am 
running on are:  

 Transparency throughout the Association 
 Judges Accountability 
 Open Communication between the Board and Members 
 Recognizing and bringing attention to members who trail ride and compete 

in versatility 
 Recognizing and bringing attention to out of state members 

As a friend of mine once said, “Luke, it’s all about the horse”. Without the beautiful 
Missouri Fox Trotting Horse this Association would not exist. Over the many years there 
has been so much time, blood, sweat, and tears put into building this association and a 
legacy of the Missouri Fox Trotting Horse. When I was a child being raised in Ava, going out 
to watch the horses with my dad were some of the greatest times and memories. I was in 
awe of how the horses moved; the sound their hooves would make hitting the gravel track, 
and the cheers of the crowd as their favorite horse and rider rode by. The stands were full, 
and the members proud to be a part of something bigger than them. Now I want to bring 
that sense of pride back to the association, a sense of family, and a sense of friendship 
among all members. Now that I am older and have begun to show in the arena that I was in 
such awe and wonder of growing up, I realize that it all starts with the bond you make with 
your horse. A bond that is not to be taken lightly for it requires trust, patience and love. I 
am still in the learning process with my horse(s) as I am sure most of you are to. Everyday 
is a new day to improve ourselves and the Missouri Fox Trotting Horse Breed Association! 

Contact me by phone or email with and questions, comments, concerns, or ideas. 

417-250-9054   Email: luketabor123@gmail.com 


